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Halle Berry is an awesome picture of art little bit about her she is was born on (August 14,
1966).she have one of the smart gril after miss USA she start modeling. 

She is known to be a doting mom to her youthful child Nahla.

But in her new film New Seasons Eve, Halle Fruit requires on the aspect with some different type of
care.

The 45-year-old celebrity performs a Manhattan-based doctor in manager Garry Marshall's follow-
up to his 2010 film Valentine Day.

In new pictures for the film, the celebrity is seen sporting pink clothing and a stethoscope around her
fretboard as she looks after her co-star John De Niro, who performs Harry Buckingam, a man
passing away in her medical.

In another world she is seen sporting a low lilac attire, which reveals off her respectable figure.

Halle was at first planned to have fun with a different aspect in the clothing loving humor, but
brought out to pay attention to the legal care fight for her child, Nahla.

She rejoined the toss in March after a assess determined that she was totally free to take a trip with
the three-year-old.

The aspect she was formerly expected to have fun with, a catering service required to work on
November 31, went to Katherine Heigl, instead.

33-year-old Heigl must choose whether or not to provide her ex, Jon Bon Jovi, another opportunity.

Michelle Pfeiffer actors as a discouraged management assistant who chooses to deal with her
unsatisfied promises with the help of Zac Efron's motorcycle messenger.

Jessica Biel, 29, is Tess, a mom due to provide beginning on New Seasons Day; Wednesday
Evening Stay acting professional Seth Meyers performs her man.

Heigl's Life As We Know It co-star Josh Duhamel is Sam Ricker, a entrepreneur trying to get to New
You are able to Town to reconcile with his really like attention from the past year's nights revelry.

The lately divided Ashley Ashton kutcher performs Randy, a man who's cornered in an lift with Lea
Michele.

Both the 25-year-old Joy celebrity and Bon Jovi, 49, will perform in the film.

The toss is completed out by Carla Gugino, Sienna Burns, Alyssa Milano, Debbie Jessica Parker,
Abigail Breslin, He Seacrest, Hilary Swank and Sofia Vergara.
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